THINK I-60 & R-90

STAY OUT OF THE SHOP
AND ON THE ROAD
Avoid expensive repairs and risk of a

BE SYSTEM SMART

breakdown. All of the parts in a system are
System failures can lead
to expensive engine repairs.
The best way to prevent this is
to remember the Car Care Council’s
recommendation. Start inspecting the
serpentine, cooling and timing systems at

engineered to work in concert and wear at
about the same rate. Be system smart and
repair the full serpentine, timing or cooling

STAY ON THE MOVE

system, and not just a single part, keeping

Protect yourself and your investment

you out of the shop and on the road.

from inconvenient breakdowns and
expensive repairs by fully maintaining

60K miles, and replace worn components by

your vehicle’s critical serpentine,

90K miles or as advised by the manufacturer.
Follow GatesAuto
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timing and cooling systems.

BE SYSTEM SMART

SERPENTINE SYSTEM

Idler Pulleys

Smoothly connects the belt to the system. Worn
pulleys can misalign and cause system damage.

Alternator Decoupler Pulley

Transfers power from the belt to the alternator,
keeping the battery charged. Wear is a common
cause of charging problems.

Serpentine Belt

Powers many key components like the alternator
and air conditioner compressor. Just 5% wear can
negatively affect performance.

Belt Tensioner

Maintains consistent tension on the belt. A loss
of tension can create noise and heat, leading to
premature belt failure.

TIMING SYSTEM

COOLING SYSTEM

Timing Belt

Radiator

Water Pump

Thermostat

Pumps coolant through the engine, radiator, and
heater core. Failure can cause engine overheating
and breakdown.

Regulates the temperature within the system.
Malfunctions can cause engine overheating and
breakdown.

Idler Pulley

Water Pump

Smoothly routes the belt around the engine. Be sure
to inspect pulleys as even a worn bearing could lead
to belt and system failure.

Pumps coolant through the engine, radiator, and
heater core. Failure can cause rapid overheating
which could critically damage the engine.

Belt Tensioner

Radiator Hoses

Synchronizes the engine to ensure smooth operation.
Belt failure will cause an immediate breakdown and
can ruin engines.

Maintains proper tension on the belt system. 90%
of timing belt failure is attributed to tensioner or
pulley failures.

Removes heat from coolant fluid. Radiator damage,
improper coolant mix or blockage can diminish the
system’s ability to cool the engine.

Transfers engine coolant to and from the radiator.
Hoses wear from the inside out and are difficult
to visually inspect. Replace both upper and lower
hoses together to ensure a complete repair.

